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RE: The TacDogs Program and 3-Day Seminar.
THE TACDOGS PROGRAM:
TacDogs is the only K-9 training program in the country that has a step-by-step program.
The 10 disciplines of the program are specific for the greenest of handlers and/or K9’s to
the most experienced. This program was developed from real life experiences, not theory.
This program has proven to enhance K-9 deployment capabilities, overall team safety, and
reduced liability.
The program was developed as a seminar in 2009 by Brett Titus, a K-9 handler that works
for a full-time SWAT team in a major metropolitan city. Brett has 20+ years training dogs
professionally, and has worked as a police K-9 handler since 1999. Brett has lectured and
trained thousands of K-9 teams across the country, both law enforcement and military
using these program disciplines.
The 3-Day TacDogs seminar: Each day is structured based on the dog teams attending.
Day 1A classroom lecture and presentation over the TacDogs Program. After concluding the
lecture/presentation will be dog evaluations of attending dog teams, then practical field
training of foundational and/or communication obedience. *Day 1 is important to optimize
Day 2 and/or 3 for dog teams and observers. If only one day can be attended, it is advised that
Day 1 is selected.
Day 2All building and/or area searches that will incorporate tactics, team movement and
searching (with and without the dog), and specific exercises to enhance the dog’s ability to
search, find and apprehend, as applicable, while under control of the handler.
Day 3Range day. Shooting exercises with and without the dog. Obedience exercises that promote
the dog being neutral to gunfire and not a hindrance to the handler or other cover officers,
or team during a gun fight.
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